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Oscillating-field current drive �OFCD� is a proposed method of steady-state toroidal plasma
sustainment in which ac poloidal and toroidal loop voltages are applied to produce a dc plasma
current. OFCD is added to standard, inductively sustained reversed-field pinch plasmas in the
Madison Symmetric Torus �R. N. Dexter et al., Fusion Technol. 19, 131 �1991��. Equilibrium
profiles and fluctuations during a single cycle are measured and analyzed for different relative
phases between the two OFCD voltages and for OFCD off. For OFCD phases leading to the most
added plasma current, the measured energy confinement is slightly better than that for OFCD off. By
contrast, the phase of the maximum OFCD helicity-injection rate also has the maximum decay rate,
which is ascribed to transport losses during discrete magnetic-fluctuation events induced by OFCD.
Resistive-magnetohydrodynamic simulations of the experiments reproduce the observed phase
dependence of the added current. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3461167�

I. INTRODUCTION

Oscillating-field current drive1 �OFCD� is a proposed
method of plasma-current sustainment, primarily conceived
for the reversed-field pinch �RFP�,2 in which applied ac po-
loidal and toroidal loop voltages interact with magnetic re-
laxation to produce a dc plasma current. Since, unlike the
standard toroidal induction, it does not rely on poloidal mag-
netic flux buildup, OFCD would be a �quasi-� steady-state
method, which is otherwise problematic for the RFP owing
to its small neoclassical bootstrap current. Ideally OFCD
would be capable of relatively high current-drive efficiency
at high plasma temperature compared to rf-wave or neutral-
beam injection due to its inductive nature,3 which would also
allow global current drive without the need for wall access
ports. However, even if the current drive is efficient, its reli-
ance on relaxation may cause enough outward thermal trans-
port due to stochasticity associated with magnetic fluctua-
tions to impair OFCD’s feasibility in maintaining high
plasma temperature in a steady state. While improved con-
finement has been achieved transiently in experimental RFPs
sustained by toroidal induction,4 future RFP development
calls for an optimized, practical strategy for efficient sustain-
ment with good confinement, and so both the topics of
OFCD’s effectiveness and its confinement properties are im-
portant. More generally the interaction between control
methods such as current drive and plasma responses such as
relaxation and transport is an important topic throughout
magnetic-confinement research that OFCD exhibits in a
unique way.

The OFCD concept was introduced in terms of helicity
balance. Magnetic helicity K=�A ·Bdv is related to the

linkage of flux of the magnetic field B=��A within a vol-
ume v.5 For a given profile the plasma current tends to
increase with increasing K, and so helicity injection is a type
of current drive. The time derivative can be written as
dK /dt=2�V��−��J ·Bdv� with an inductive injection term
due to a toroidal loop voltage V� applied on the toroidal flux
�, and a resistive decay term, where � is the resistivity and
J���B the current density. In OFCD an oscillating poloi-

dal loop voltage V�= V̂� sin �t induces an oscillating � on

which an oscillating V�= V̂� sin��t−	� is applied, leading to
an oscillating helicity-injection rate with a cycle-average

component 2�V���= �V̂�V̂� /��sin 	 to counter-resistive de-
cay. The maximum helicity-injection rate occurs for the
phase 	=
 /2 and maximum ejection for 	=−
 /2.

In ZT-40M experiments OFCD was observed to drive an
additional 	5% of the RFP plasma current when added to
the toroidal induction,6 in what is called partial OFCD. The
addition was found to be limited by plasma-wall interactions
associated with the highest of the applied input power levels.
Tests of OFCD on tokamaks have not conclusively yielded
current drive, which for some experiments was ascribed to a
lack of sufficient relaxation in the strong tokamak toroidal
magnetic field,7 and in others to nonoptimal hardware
configuration.8 Previously reported experiments on the Madi-
son Symmetric Torus �MST� RFP �Ref. 9� have shown a
5%–10% current increase maximized with a positive but
nonmaximal OFCD helicity injection at an optimal
	

 /8.10 The amount of added current is roughly consistent
with predictions from one-dimensional �1D� magnetic-
energy balance11 or a simple helicity balance, while accu-
rately modeling the phase dependence requires more com-
plex treatment since the observed optimum is not 	=
 /2,
the phase of maximum helicity injection. In the optimal
	

 /8 case magnetic fluctuations with poloidal mode num-
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ber m=0 are slightly smaller on average than for the standard
RFP without OFCD. It is concluded that a combination of
OFCD helicity injection and a small confinement improve-
ment and drop in resistance, leading to additional current
driven by the background toroidal induction, might explain
the increase. Plasma-wall interactions have not been identi-
fied as a major limiting factor in those experiments.

This paper reports on an experimental study of partial
OFCD on the MST device using internal measurements. The
main topic is a comparison of five different cases: OFCD
with 	=
 /2, 
 /4, 0, and −
 /2, and OFCD off. The mea-
sured evolution of electromagnetic and thermal equilibrium
quantities in the OFCD plasmas over a single cycle is de-
tailed and analyzed. A main result is that for the OFCD cases
of 	=
 /4 and 	=0, which are near the previously observed
optimal phase for current addition, the energy-confinement
time calculated using electron measurements is observed to
be slightly improved compared to the OFCD-off case. Also,
for the 	=
 /2 case, whose added current is relatively small
despite its maximum helicity-injection rate, the helicity-
decay rate is maximum. This is mostly due to increased re-
sistance caused by relatively poor confinement associated
with discrete magnetic-fluctuation events induced by the ap-
plied oscillations. Nonlinear, three-dimensional �3D�
resistive-MHD �-magnetohydrodynamic� simulations that
used experimental parameters are compared to previous ex-
perimental results, and the phase dependences of added
plasma current agree.

A. Background

Building on earlier numerical studies,12,13 full sustain-
ment of the RFP was simulated in 3D, nonlinear, resistive-
MHD calculations that also revealed in more detail the role
of relaxation in OFCD.11 The axisymmetric applied oscilla-
tions produce a cycle-average electromotive force �EMF�
�U�B�� parallel to the cycle average �B�, where U is a
plasma-flow velocity.14 This source EMF drives edge plasma
current and destabilizes nonaxisymmetric magnetic fluctua-
tions, which induce their own net EMF that drives current
throughout the volume, including the core. Thus is the radial
profile of normalized parallel-current density ��J� /B driven
toward being hollow by the source and flattened by relax-
ation, as is consistent with basic relaxation theory.15 The cal-
culated fluctuation spectrum included modes resonant out-
side the reversal surface not present in a standard RFP, while
the total fluctuation energy was similar to that for the stan-
dard case.

The size of OFCD modulations needed for full sustain-
ment was found to be large. The calculations were done with
Lundquist numbers S��res /�A, where �res is the resistive-
diffusion time and �A is the Alfven time, of up to S=5
�105, which is somewhat smaller, connoting lower plasma
conductivity, than values attainable in present experiments.
The required modulation was around half of the equilibrium
value, while a weakly decreasing scaling of its relative am-
plitude with higher S was also derived. Such fractions
present experimental challenges in addition to that of simply
providing the needed source power, which is itself at the

limit of feasibility for present devices. With transport, the
modulations and associated magnetic fluctuations may result
in conductivity so low that the OFCD input is dissipated
rather than acting to increase the net current. Present OFCD
experiments focus on the partial sustainment tests that are
feasible given hardware capability and plasma S values.

The fundamental reliance of OFCD on magnetic relax-
ation, which involves field-line reconnection and some de-
grees of magnetic stochasticity, causes concern about its con-
finement properties, but the confinement for OFCD has not
been modeled. It might be guessed to be similar to that for
the standard RFP sustained by toroidal induction, for which
scalings have been derived from numerical calculations with
S up to present experimental values.16 Toroidal induction is
anticurrent drive in the edge of a RFP and current drive in
the core, and continually drives the plasma toward resistive-
tearing instability, leading to a relaxation cycle. By contrast
the OFCD source tends to drive current in the edge and van-
ishes in the core where relaxation drives net current. Previ-
ous experiments10 and MHD calculations17 both indicate a
degree of fluctuation suppression by current-profile modifi-
cation in partial OFCD. In oscillating poloidal current drive
experiments, a V� oscillation alone has been applied in order
to control fluctuations and improve the global energy con-
finement over that of the standard RFP discharge.18,19 These
points might suggest that confinement properties in full
OFCD could be different than in toroidal induction.

II. EXPERIMENTS

Data were obtained from several MST pulses for each of
five cases: a standard, inductively sustained RFP with OFCD
added for the four phases 	=
 /2, 
 /4, 0, and −
 /2 �pro-
gressing from maximum positive to negative OFCD helicity-
injection rates�, and the same baseline RFP with OFCD off.
The two OFCD voltages were provided by twin precharged
tank �LC� circuits each tuned to resonate at f 
280 Hz,
powered by pulse-forming networks, switched by commutat-
ing ignitrons, and coupled inductively to MST’s poloidal and
toroidal field circuits.20 For OFCD pulses the poloidal loop
voltage V� oscillation was always triggered at the same shot
time �15 ms� and the trigger for the toroidal loop voltage V�

oscillation was varied around that to obtain a particular 	
value. With fixed power-supply settings, the amplitudes of

the applied oscillating voltages were V̂�
100 V and V̂�


10 V, compared to MST’s typical V�
25 V for the stan-
dard toroidal induction and V�
1 V. As the aspect ratio of
major to minor radius for MST is R0 /a=1.5 m /0.52 m
3,
the amplitudes of the OFCD toroidal and poloidal electric-

field components are thus related by Ê�
3Ê�. The plasma
density was controlled with preprogramed gas puffing and
targeted to the same desired flattop level for every pulse.

Standard operational data signals sampled at 100 kHz
are the toroidal plasma current I�, edge toroidal magnetic
field B��a�, toroidal magnetic flux �, loop voltages V� and
V�, central chord-average electron density n̄e, and edge
magnetic-fluctuation amplitudes for modes with poloidal
mode numbers m=0 and m=1. Far-infrared �FIR�
interferometry21 and polarimetry22 were used to measure av-
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eraged electron density and vertical magnetic field, respec-
tively, on 11 internal chords time resolved at 250 kHz.
Motional-Stark-effect �MSE� spectroscopy23 was used to
measure the core toroidal magnetic field at one location once
per pulse. Thomson-scattering �TS� spectroscopy24 was used
to measure electron temperature Te at 14 radial locations
across the plasma twice per pulse.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Data ensembles

For each of the five experimental cases, the same time
window corresponding to the third cycle in the OFCD pulse,
from 20.7 to 24.3 ms in shot time, is analyzed. This cycle is
chosen in order to study fully developed OFCD at the begin-
ning of the equilibrium flattop �as can be seen in Fig. 1
nearby�. Plasma equilibria for seven time points �every
0.6 ms spread over the 3.6 ms cycle� on this window are
reconstructed with the MSTFIT code25 using the data listed
above. The data set used is composed of around two dozen
MST pulses for each of the five ensembles, selected from a
larger set of pulses to have matching I� and V� before the
OFCD start time and average n̄e during the time window.
Standard operational signals and the FIR signals from en-
sembles of individual pulses are averaged over 0.25 ms win-
dows centered on the seven time points, which are covered
by MSE and TS measurements averaged over the course of
the run. Statistical uncertainties for the various data are
dominated by pulse-to-pulse variations, whose relative val-
ues are around 5% for magnetic data including the MSE and
around 10% for density and TS data. These are propagated
using the number of measurements at each time and, for
cycle averages, the number of time points in the cycle.

For OFCD cases, sawteeth are entrained to occur at the
same phase of each cycle, most often between two measure-
ment times. In the case of OFCD off, ensemble averaging

effectively averages over the quasiperiodic relaxation cycle
punctuated by sawtooth magnetic-fluctuation events, which
means signals from that ensemble correspond to running
sawtooth-cycle averages.

B. Equilibrium reconstructions

Toroidally symmetric magnetostatic equilibria, with
J�B=�p, are reconstructed using the MSTFIT code,25 which
uses an algorithm of interleaved equilibrium calculations and
fitting to available measurements. The reconstructions use a
two-parameter power model for the normalized poloidal cur-
rent F��� and a four-parameter fixed-point spline model for
the plasma thermal pressure p���, both functions of poloidal
magnetic flux per radian �. For each time point for each
ensemble, the reconstructed equilibrium magnetic field B,
current density J, and p are specified in the plasma region on
a regular grid of points of major-radial R and vertical Z co-
ordinates in a cylindrical coordinate system �R ,� ,Z� with
toroidal angle �. The pressure is assumed to be twice the
measured electron pressure �p�2pe�, which for these plas-
mas has only a small effect on the reconstructions. A diver-
genceless magnetic vector potential A=A�+��� is calcu-
lated from the reconstruction with the poloidal component
A�=AReR+AZeZ derived from the toroidal field B� by elliptic
integrals.26 The neoclassical scalar electrical resistivity � is
calculated in the reconstruction27 and depends on the effec-
tive ion charge Zeff assumed to have a uniform, constant
value of 2. A statistical uncertainty in �	Te

−3/2 is propagated
from that in Te.

To augment these full equilibrium reconstructions,
relaxed-state equilibria are calculated from surface measure-
ments with a 1D cylindrical model.28 Here the minor-radial
r profile of the normalized parallel-current density
���0J� /B is assumed to follow a two-parameter power
model ��r�=�0�1− �r /a���, where a is the wall radius, �0 is
the core value of �, and � is a flatness parameter which is
higher for a flatter � profile. A fixed normalized thermal-
pressure profile quadratic in r is assumed with a central peak
of 7% of the local magnetic pressure.

C. Electric-field calculations

The equilibrium inductive electric field is calculated as
E�t�=−�A�t� /�t+ �V��t� /2
���, whose first term comes
from the reconstructed vector potential and whose last term
accounts for the changing poloidal flux in the Ohmic
transformer, which is not part of the equilibrium recon-
struction. At each spatial point the seven-point time series for
each of the three components of A�t� is separately fit
by least-squares to functional forms, A�t�=A0+A1t
+A2 sin�2
ft�+A3 cos�2
ft� for the OFCD cases, where f is
fixed at the applied ac frequency, and A�t�=A0+A1t for the
OFCD-off case. From these the corresponding E�t� compo-
nents are found by analytical differentiation. This method is
similar in principle to those used in previous studies.27,29

Relative statistical uncertainties for the components of A are
assumed to be at least 2%, which is about the standard error
of the mean for the ensemble-averaged magnetic measure-
ments used in the equilibrium reconstructions. The values of

10 20 30 40 50
t [ms]

200

220

240

260

280

300
I φ

[kA
]

Off: δ�0:δ�π/4:δ�π/2: δ�–π/2:

FIG. 1. �Color online� Time dependences of the plasma current I� in the
cases of OFCD off �red solid� and OFCD on at 	

 /2 �green dotted�, 	


 /4 �blue dashed�, 	
0 �orange dashed-dotted�, and 	
−
 /2 �purple
long-dashed� for pulse ensembles similar to those analyzed in this paper. To
match all the I� values before the start of OFCD at 15 ms, each OFCD
waveform has been shifted up or down by a small constant according to its
ensemble’s statistical variation. The time window examined in this paper is
indicated by vertical dotted lines.
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reduced chi-squared ��r
2� characterizing fit quality for the

components of A vary across the components, the plasma,
and the different ensembles, and have a mean less than 1
with a small population up to around 5 and a large popula-
tion at a few tenths �which implies some overestimation of
statistical errors�. Relative propagated errors in the compo-
nents of E are in the neighborhood of 20% of typical values
for OFCD ensembles, for which they dominate other uncer-
tainties.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Global quantities

This section describes the main global behavior ob-
served in the experiments. Adding OFCD to the RFP plasma
adds to or subtracts from the plasma current I� according to
the chosen phase 	 between the two oscillators. Examples for
previous experiments similar to those analyzed below are
shown in Fig. 1. The OFCD is on from a shot time of 15 ms
until around 40 ms, and the time window of interest for this
paper starts at 20.7 ms and ends at 24.3 ms, which covers
roughly the third OFCD cycle, near the start of the I� flat
top, and which is indicated by vertical dotted lines in the
figure. The examples from previous tests are shown here
because in the present experiments the OFCD circuits did not
provide good phase control and reliable commutation after
this time window, and so the resulting plasma currents would
not accurately reflect typical OFCD behavior over several
cycles. However, qualitatively the observed phase depen-
dences were similar to the previous.10 Of the OFCD phases
used here, the most current is added for 	

 /4 and the
most subtracted for 	
−
 /2.

Zooming in to the time window of interest in the present
experiments, the global signals I�, edge toroidal magnetic
field B��a�, toroidal magnetic flux �, toroidal and poloidal
loop voltages V� and V�, and central chord-average electron
density n̄e for the five ensembles are shown in Fig. 2. The
phase of optimum added I�, 	

 /8,10 is not itself repre-
sented, but is bracketed by the nearby 	=0 and 	=
 /4
cases. Over a single OFCD cycle, the net added I� for these
phases is negligible, and the single-cycle dynamics are the
topic of interest. In OFCD the I� oscillation tends to follow
the applied V� oscillation inductively, as B��a� tends to fol-
low V� �which ��t���V��t�dt does by definition�.

Sawtooth magnetic-relaxation events, entrained to the
OFCD cycles, are evidenced by positive spikes in V� clus-
tered around the initial and final time points in the time win-
dow, corresponding to rapid increases in � as negatively
directed toroidal flux is expelled. These events are discrete
bursts of magnetic relaxation associated with fluctuation-
induced electromotive effect responsible for maintaining
field reversal in a RFP sustained by toroidal induction.30

Compared to the other phases the 	=−
 /2 case shows a
larger net change in I� over the single cycle; for the same
OFCD source levels, anticurrent drive is more effective than
current drive. Its B��a� and � oscillations appear to have
nonsinusoidal features likely due to the large entrained saw-
tooth �at 	23.5 ms in Fig. 2�e��. Also the cycle-average loop
voltage �V�� increases in this case. It is not as easily seen for

the other phases, but �V�� is minimized around 	=
 /4 and
	=0, typically a few volts below the value for the OFCD-off
case.

B. Magnetic fluctuations and equilibrium profile
evolution

OFCD strongly affects magnetic fluctuations, both by
entraining sawtooth relaxation events and by modulating the
fluctuation activity between sawteeth, which is the main
topic of this section. First the basic effects of the OFCD
cycle and of the sawtooth cycle on the equilibria are com-
pared, and then the interaction between OFCD, the equilib-
rium profiles, and magnetic activity is examined. Last the
evolution of the vector components of the equilibrium mag-
netic field itself is shown.

In Fig. 3, the two plots show magnetic-fluctuation am-
plitudes measured at the wall for m=1 and m=0 modes,
respectively, for the various ensembles. For each ensemble,
the m=1 amplitude is the quadrature sum of the correspond-
ing toroidal modes 5�n�15, which are resonant in the
core, and the m=0 amplitude is that of the corresponding
1�n�4 modes, which are resonant at the reversal surface
near the plasma edge.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Time dependences including a single OFCD period
of the plasma current I� �a�, edge toroidal magnetic field B��a� �b�, toroidal
magnetic flux � �c�, toroidal loop voltage V� �d�, poloidal loop voltage V�

�e�, and central chord-average electron density n̄e �f� for pulse ensembles
with OFCD off �red solid� and OFCD on at 	=
 /2 �green dotted�, 	
=
 /4 �blue dashed�, 	=0 �orange dashed-dotted�, and 	=−
 /2 �purple
long-dashed�. Time points for equilibrium reconstructions are indicated by
vertical dotted lines.
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The sawteeth entrained by OFCD are visible in these
ensembles as the large spikes in mode amplitude peaking
before 	21.3 ms and after 	23.5 ms in Fig. 3. Note that,
since the phase of sawtooth entrainment is not exactly the
same every cycle, for the OFCD cases ensemble averaging
damps the peak sawtooth fluctuation amplitude that would be
observed in a single pulse, in these cases by a factor of about
2–3. For the OFCD-off ensemble, whose governing relax-
ation cycle is pseudoperiodic, individual sawtooth peaks
have been averaged out almost completely. The natural
sawtooth-cycle period for these pulses is around 4–5 ms, a
bit longer than the OFCD period of 3.6 ms. The cycle-
average fluctuation amplitudes during OFCD are minimized
for phases around 	=0 and 	=
 /4. For these phases the
m=0 amplitudes are slightly smaller than the corresponding
time average for OFCD off, and the m=1 slightly larger.

It is interesting that as 	 is changed by increasing the
trigger time for the V� oscillator with the V� oscillator fixed,
the times of OFCD-entrained sawtooth events decrease. This
is visible in Fig. 3 where as 	 goes from 
 /2 to −
 /2 the
early entrained sawteeth occur at times going from larger to
smaller, from 	21.1 to 	20.3 ms, respectively. It implies
that the sawteeth are entrained to the phase of V� referenced
to that of V�, rather than to either of their absolute phases.

For OFCD cases, most significantly for 	=
 /2 and
	=−
 /2, there is also substantial mode activity for both
m=0 and m=1 between sawteeth associated with the OFCD
cycle, which will be called intersawtooth activity in this pa-
per. These are the large, long-lived magnetic-fluctuation
events whose amplitudes for 	=
 /2 and 	=−
 /2 peak at
	23.5 and 	22.5 ms, respectively, in Fig. 3. The associated

m=0 excursions can be especially large, for individual pulses
exceeding 100 G in magnitude and lasting for longer times
than the averages shown here. This activity in relation to the
equilibrium evolution is discussed further below.

Since the time resolution for the full equilibrium recon-
structions is insufficient to examine entrained sawteeth for
OFCD cases in detail, and since pulse averaging for the
OFCD-off case removes undulatory components due to the
sawtooth relaxation cycle, representative single pulses cho-
sen from each ensemble are compared using the relaxed-state
model. This analysis provides time dependences of equilib-
rium profiles including the core normalized parallel-current
density �0 and the �-profile flatness parameter �, which are
shown in Fig. 4. The chosen pulse for the OFCD-off pulse
has two sawtooth events at about the same times as the en-
trained sawteeth for the OFCD pulses. For the OFCD cases
	=
 /4 and 	=0 the overall sawtooth-cycle effect on the �
profile is about the same as or larger than the OFCD effect,
while for 	=
 /2 and 	=−
 /2 roughly the opposite is true,
with large changes in � correlated with the intersawtooth
events. Not shown in the figure are the core values q0 of the
safety factor q=rB� / �RB��, for which OFCD modulations
are about the same in size as changes due to sawteeth, and
whose cycle averages are around �q0�
0.2.

The intersawtooth magnetic-fluctuation events tend to
occur with relatively flat � profiles �unlike sawtooth events
which are triggered during peaked profiles�. They correlate
with large values of the edge parallel electric field and out-
ward motion of the plasma, as shown in Fig. 5, a comparison
of the ensembles for 	=
 /2 and 	=
 /4. The applied
OFCD modulates both the edge parallel electric field E��a�
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Time dependences including a single OFCD period
of the m=1 �5�n�15� mode �a� and m=0 �1�n�4� mode magnetic-
fluctuation amplitudes �b� for pulses ensembles with OFCD off �red solid�
and OFCD on at 	=
 /2 �green dotted�, 	=
 /4 �blue dashed�, 	=0 �orange
dashed-dotted�, and 	=−
 /2 �purple long-dashed�. Time points for equilib-
rium reconstructions are indicated by vertical dotted lines.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Time dependences including a single OFCD period
of equilibrium quantities from the relaxed-state model for individual pulses
representative of the ensembles. The core normalized parallel current a�0 �a�
and the profile flatness parameter � �b� are shown for OFCD off �red solid�
and OFCD on at 	=
 /2 �green dotted�, 	=
 /4 �blue dashed�, 	=0 �orange
dashed-dotted�, and 	=−
 /2 �purple long-dashed�. Time points for equilib-
rium reconstructions are indicated by vertical dotted lines.
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�indicated in the plot by E�a� ·B�a�, with B
0.1 T�, and
�E�a��B�a��r, which is indicative of plasma radial-pinch
flow velocity. In the 	=
 /2 case, E��a� peaks in the codriv-
ing direction at 	22.5 ms, just as �E�a��B�a��r is starting
its outward excursion. At about the same time the � profile is
becoming flatter, i.e., � is increasing, and then the m=0
magnetic-fluctuation amplitude increases sharply, peaking as
does � at 	23.5 ms. After this both the m=0 signal and �
quickly decrease, reaching their minima with a more peaked
� profile a little after 24 ms. Meanwhile E��a� has become
antidrive and outward pinch flow has ceased, just as the en-
trained sawtooth event is about to occur. In the 	=
 /4 case
this progression is significantly muted, with lower peaks in
E��a�, �, and the m=0, as well as different phasings between
E��a� and �E�a��B�a��r. The remaining OFCD phases are
not shown in Fig. 5, but for 	=0 there is even less intersaw-
tooth activity, and for 	=−
 /2 it comes up again, with dif-
ferent �and earlier� timings than for 	=
 /2. Similar m=0
activity can occur in nonoptimized inductive current-profile
control experiments when the applied E��a� is made larger
than needed to suppress fluctuations.31

Perhaps this intersawtooth activity corresponds to linear
instability of edge-resonant m=0 modes, unlike RFP saw-
tooth activity, where the m=0 are nonlinearly driven by core-
resonant m=1 modes.30 The m=0 are typically linearly

stable in a RFP with a sufficiently close-fitting conducting
shell like MST’s.32 However, during OFCD the q=0 reso-
nant surface is modulated inward and outward as the � pro-
file varies, and this may periodically lessen the stabilizing
effect of the shell. The modulation is shown for the full en-
semble equilibrium reconstructions in Fig. 6, which agree
with the relaxed-state modeling used above. The edge of the
� profile’s plateau moves radially in and out for each OFCD
phase, and has relatively large excursions for 	=
 /2 and
	=−
 /2 so that local profile steepening in the vicinity of the
q=0 surface may also be important for stability in those
cases.

The time averages of these OFCD equilibrium profiles
�not shown� are similar to, although slightly more flat than,
those for OFCD off. The q=0 surfaces and edges of the
�-profiles for the OFCD cases are shifted radially outward by
up to about 5% of r /a, and the core value of � is decreased
by about the same amount.

Reconstructions of the equilibrium magnetic-field pro-
files show that while the time-varying vector components in
the edge region are mostly locked to the phase of their re-
spective sources in OFCD, induced oscillations in the core of
both the B� and B� profiles tend to follow the timing of the
applied V� oscillation �which is changed to vary 	�, as indi-
cated in Fig. 7. This is consistent with a nearly force-free
core plasma, satisfying ��B
�B, with both components
of B tracking together in time. The amplitude of the � com-

ponent of the applied electric-field Ê�
3Ê� is larger than
that of the � component, which may select which source the
two B components in the core will track.
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FIG. 5. Time dependences including a single OFCD period of the m=0
�1�n�4� mode magnetic-fluctuation amplitude �a�, the profile flatness pa-
rameter � �b�, and the products of edge equilibrium electric and magnetic
fields �c� �E�a��B�a��r �dashed� and E�a� ·B�a� �dashed-dotted� for the 	
=
 /2 ensemble �top�, with the same quantities ��d�–�f�� for the 	=
 /4
ensemble �bottom�. Time points for equilibrium reconstructions are indi-
cated by vertical dotted lines.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Time dependences over a single OFCD period of
radial profiles of normalized parallel current a� �left� and safety factor q
�right� for pulse ensembles with OFCD off �a� and OFCD on at 	=
 /2 �b�,
	=
 /4 �c�, 	=0 �d�, and 	=−
 /2 �e�. Time points for equilibrium recon-
structions are represented as the left and right plot boundaries and the ver-
tical dotted lines.
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C. Equilibrium electric-field evolution

Various aspects of equilibrium electric fields in OFCD
are described in this section, starting with profiles of the
vector components versus time. The cycle-average effective
OFCD field is then defined and shown to be localized to the
edge, and to vary with 	, as expected. Next the components
of Ohm’s law parallel to B are shown, connecting both to the
magnetic-fluctuation activity discussed above and to the en-
ergy and helicity balance discussed later. The perpendicular
electric field, which appears to relate also to energy balance,
is discussed last.

Radial profiles of the equilibrium inductive electric
fields calculated from the reconstructions are shown in Fig.
8. For the OFCD cases an E� oscillation penetrates to the
core with an amplitude attenuated to a few V/m, compared to
about 10 V/m at the edge, resulting in negative core values
during parts of the cycle. The edge E�, like its inductive
counterpart B�, is roughly fixed in time by its fixed source as
the edge E� source is moved later in time to decrease 	.
Meanwhile the core �or midradius� E� phase moves later
�again similar to the core B�� as the core E� phase moves
earlier, oppositely to its source. This is similar to the entrain-
ing of sawteeth to the phase of E� relative to E� noted pre-
viously. Perhaps it implies a relationship between the pen-
etration of E� and the entrained magnetic-relaxation activity.

OFCD should produce an effective electric field
�E�OFCD= �E ·B� / �B�− �E� · �B� / �B�, with brackets denoting
cycle averages, localized to the edge of the plasma. The sub-
tracted parallel average electric field �E�� = �E� · �B� / �B�
would vanish in full OFCD. Radial profiles of both �E�OFCD

and �E�� are shown in Fig. 9 for the different ensembles. For
the OFCD-off case �E�OFCD vanishes as expected and for the

OFCD cases it tracks with the respective OFCD helicity-
injection rates ��sin 	� at the edge and falls to zero at
r /a
0.5, as seen in Fig. 9�a�. As seen in Fig. 9�b�, the �E��

field is not identical for all the ensembles, but varies in ac-
cordance with the cycle average �V�� which is smallest for
	=
 /4, connoting a lower plasma resistance in that case.

OFCD also changes the behavior of the fluctuation-
induced EMF E� in the parallel Ohm’s law E� +E� =�J�. For a
RFP sustained solely by toroidal induction this dynamolike
term is responsible for maintenance of the current profile
although E� =E ·B /B and �J� =�J ·B /B are unequal every-
where except at one radius.30 It is often taken to be an en-

semble average E� = Ũ� B̃�� − �1 /en�J̃� B̃��, where both a
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Time dependences over a single OFCD period of
radial profiles of poloidal B� �left� and toroidal B� �right� magnetic field for
pulse ensembles with OFCD off �a� and OFCD on at 	=
 /2 �b�, 	=
 /4
�c�, 	=0 �d�, and 	=−
 /2 �e�. Time points for equilibrium reconstructions
are represented as the left and right plot boundaries and the vertical dotted
lines.
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FIG. 8. �Color online� Time dependences over a single OFCD period of
radial profiles of poloidal E� �left� and toroidal E� �right� electric field for
pulse ensembles with OFCD off �a� and OFCD on at 	=
 /2 �b�, 	=
 /4
�c�, 	=0 �d�, and 	=−
 /2 �e�. Time points for equilibrium reconstructions
are represented as the left and right plot boundaries and the vertical dotted
lines.
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FIG. 9. �Color online� Radial profiles of effective OFCD electric field
�E�OFCD= �E ·B� / �B�− �E�� �a� and parallel time-average electric field �E��

= �E� · �B� / �B� �b� for pulse ensembles with OFCD off �red solid� and OFCD
on at 	=
 /2 �green dotted�, 	=
 /4 �blue dashed�, 	=0 �orange dashed-
dotted�, and 	=−
 /2 �purple long-dashed�. Uncertainty estimates are shown
at core and edge radii.
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plasma-flow fluctuation Ũ �Refs. 33 and 34� and a plasma-

current fluctuation J̃ �Ref. 35� interacting with the magnetic-

field fluctuation B̃ have been found to be important in previ-
ous RFP experiments. The equilibrium reconstructions used
here are insensitive to the mechanism, and give just a mea-
surement of the total EMF E� =�J� −E� =E ·B /B.27 A positive
E� corresponds to fluctuation-induced electromotive current
drive and to inward transport of magnetic helicity,36,37 and
vice versa for E� �0. The cycle averages ��J��, �E��, and �E��
are shown in Fig. 10 for the different ensembles.

The 	=
 /4 case is found to roughly zero the cycle av-
erage �E�� at the very edge of the plasma, in that the net
OFCD current drive counters the antidrive supplied by the
background toroidal induction, as shown in Fig. 10�c�. This
is accompanied by a slightly smaller �E�� than the other
cases, in particular, the OFCD-off case, at most radii. That
this is true in the edge plasma seems consistent with ob-
served lower levels of m=0 modes, but the slightly smaller
levels of �E�� for 	=
 /4 and 	=0 in the core might also
seem to imply smaller m=1 levels than for the OFCD-off
case as well, which are not observed. The ��J�� profiles for
	=
 /2 and 	=−
 /2 are significantly hollower than the oth-
ers due mostly to their intersawtooth �-profile excursions
�not shown�. Note that �E��= �E ·B /B�, an average weighted
by instantaneous projection along B /B, is similar in principle
but not identical to �E�� = �E� · �B� / �B�, the average projected
along an average direction �B� / �B�. They differ noticeably in
the edge, where B changes direction significantly during a
cycle, as may be seen in comparing Figs. 10�b� and 9�b�.

For the different ensembles the terms in E� +E� =�J� are
shown in radial profile versus time in Fig. 11. Here it is seen

that the oscillations in E� are mostly responsible for those in
the E� profile during OFCD, being generally much larger
than the �J� profiles. Between the entrained sawteeth each of
the OFCD cases has a period of positive E� in the core, which
would not occur there without OFCD. This transitions into a
time of negative core E�, typical of the RFP sustained by
toroidal induction alone, and corresponding to the entrained
sawtooth and large �core-resonant� m=1 mode activity. Note
that the 	=
 /4 and 	=0 cases show smaller E� oscillations
at the edge than do 	=
 /2 and 	=−
 /2, which seems to
comport with their lower level of edge-resonant m=0 activ-
ity. Also note the large positive excursions in the edge �J� at
23.7 ms for 	=
 /2 and at 21.9 ms for 	=−
 /2, each of
which corresponds to a large positive edge excursion in E�

and to an intersawtooth fluctuation event. Both of these �J�

features are due more to �-profile excursions than to
J�-profile excursions, although both are present. The
large core and edge E� excursions at 	23.1–23.7 ms for
	=−
 /2 correspond to the entrained sawtooth.

According to a simple perpendicular Ohm’s law, the ap-
plied oscillating E� normal to B and tangent to the flux
surface generates an oscillating equilibrium radial-pinch flow
of the plasma Ur= �E�−�J���B /B2, where the ��J�� term
is on the order of 1% of �E��. In each OFCD case there is an
oscillation in this Ur of amplitude 	100 m /s atop a cycle-
average inward pinch due to the background steady toroidal
induction of 	20 m /s, as seen in Fig. 12. In similar plasmas
the measured speed of outward diffusive particle transport38

is of the same order, and so the extent to which this Ur

reflects actual plasma motion is not established. The calcu-
lated Ur values are significant from the edge in to r /a
0.5
for all OFCD phases and stagnate near the magnetic axis.
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FIG. 10. �Color online� Radial profiles out to the limiter of cycle-average
quantities in a parallel Ohm’s law for pulse ensembles. The resistive term
��J�� �a�, the electric field �E�� �b�, and the EMF �E��= ��J� −E�� �c� are
shown for OFCD off �red solid� and OFCD on at 	=
 /2 �green dotted�,
	=
 /4 �blue dashed�, 	=0 �orange dashed-dotted�, and 	=−
 /2 �purple
long-dashed�. Uncertainty estimates are shown at core and edge radii.
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FIG. 11. �Color online� Time dependences over a single OFCD period of
radial profiles of quantities in a parallel Ohm’s law for pulse ensembles. The
resistive term �J� �left�, the electric field E� �middle�, and the EMF
E� =�J� −E� �right� are shown for OFCD off �a� and OFCD on at 	=
 /2 �b�,
	=
 /4 �c�, 	=0 �d�, and 	=−
 /2 �e�. Time points for equilibrium recon-
structions are represented as the left and right plot boundaries and the ver-
tical dotted lines.
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Also shown in Fig. 12 are surfaces of enclosed poloidal mag-
netic flux �−��0�, whose oscillating motions are similar to
those inferred of the plasma but which do not reflect the
inward plasma pinch from the background induction, and of
toroidal magnetic flux �. In the absence of diffusion or re-
sistance magnetic flux surfaces would track with the radial
positions of plasma elements.

D. Energy balance

The energy balance in OFCD experiments involves the
cyclic evolution of the energy content and power flows, dis-
cussed first in this section, and the cycle-average thermal
confinement properties, discussed last. As context, during a
single sawtooth relaxation cycle in a standard RFP pulse
without OFCD, both ne and Te in the core region drop during
the sawtooth event, so that each of these quantities is effec-
tively modulated around its mean by roughly 15% in relative
amplitude. As the individual sawtooth times are different for
each standard RFP pulse, these signals are mostly filtered out
by ensemble averaging in this analysis. For OFCD cases the
modulation amplitudes are about the same for ne, but for the
	=
 /4 and 	=0 the relative Te modulation amplitudes are
about 30%, leading to 	50% electron-pressure modulations
�pe�neTe� associated with the OFCD cycle itself rather than
the entrained sawtooth. This is seen in Fig. 13, which shows
radial profiles of the total fitted thermal-energy density
wth= �3 /2�p from equilibrium reconstructions �where
p�2pe�, along with profiles of the magnetic-energy density
wmag=B2 / �2�0�. In each OFCD case the ne and Te profiles
�not shown� oscillate in phase with each other.

At the peak times the wth profiles are rather flat out to
r /a
0.5. The different phases show drops in wth around the

times of sawteeth, while the peak times move roughly in
phase with the applied V� �as do those for wmag�, with the
exception of 	=−
 /2 which has a relatively small and inco-
herent wth. Also note that the wth peaks for 	=
 /2 and
	=−
 /2 are seriously degraded near the times of their inter-
sawtooth events, 	23.7 and 	21.9 ms, respectively. The
OFCD-off case shows some statistical wth noise in the core
due mostly to sawtooth activity remaining after ensemble
averaging of data from individual pulses. On time average
the OFCD wth and wmag profiles for 	=
 /4 and 	=0 are
calculated to be slightly larger than that for OFCD off while
those for 	=
 /2 and 	=−
 /2 are smaller.

Oscillating radial equilibrium motion due to OFCD
might be expected to cause wall interactions that degrade
plasma quality through repetitive refueling by cold particles
of edge flux surfaces that periodically touch the wall.39 The
present results imply that such an effect is not a main factor
in these experiments. As seen in comparing Figs. 12 and 13
for the different OFCD cases, inward radial motions of the
plasma or flux surfaces are concurrent with periodic in-
creases in edge wth �and ne and Te� rather than decreases, and
the edge thermal profiles for OFCD cases are similar to those
for the OFCD-off case at the times of inward motions. Per-
haps wall interactions become more important for OFCD at
higher input powers or oscillation frequencies.

The calculated mechanical work due to oscillating equi-
librium quantities shows qualitative agreement with the ob-
served pressure oscillations in OFCD, as shown in Fig. 14.
Here are time-dependent profiles of the respective terms in a
�lossless� plasma heat equation wth� =−�5 /2�p� ·U
− �3 /2�U ·�p+�J2,40 in which wth� , the rate of change of
thermal-energy density at a point in space, that is the sum of
two mechanical-power densities and the Ohmic-heating den-
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FIG. 12. �Color online� Time dependences over a single OFCD period of
radial profiles of radial-pinch flow velocity Ur �left�, enclosed poloidal mag-
netic flux �−��0� �middle�, and toroidal magnetic flux � �right� for pulse
ensembles with OFCD off �a� and OFCD on at 	=
 /2 �b�, 	=
 /4 �c�, 	
=0 �d�, and 	=−
 /2 �e�. Time points for equilibrium reconstructions are
represented as the left and right plot boundaries and the vertical dotted lines.
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FIG. 13. �Color online� Time dependences over a single OFCD period of
radial profiles of the magnetic wmag �left� and thermal wth�2wth,e �right�
energy densities for pulse ensembles with OFCD off �a� and OFCD on at
	=
 /2 �b�, 	=
 /4 �c�, 	=0 �d�, and 	=−
 /2 �e�. Time points for equilib-
rium reconstructions are represented as the left and right plot boundaries and
the vertical dotted lines.
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sity �J2. The total mechanical-power density wmech�
=−�5 /2�p� ·U− �3 /2�U ·�p, which includes the calculated
equilibrium pinch effect, generally agrees temporally and
roughly in magnitude with wth� for the OFCD phases �other
than 	=
 /2�, with the compression term −�5 /2�p� ·U
larger in the core and the convection term −�3 /2�U ·�p
larger in the edge. The oscillating parts of the �J2 profiles
�not isolated in the figure� are generally weaker than the
wmech� terms and, when added to them, do not unambiguously
affect the agreement with the wth� terms. The steady parts of
the �J2 profiles dominate both wmech� and wth� , and therefore
so do those of the transport losses. Other than general in-
creases near sawteeth at the edges of the experimental time
window and the sharp edge increases with the intersawtooth
events at 	23.7 and 	21.9 ms for 	=
 /2 and 	=−
 /2,
respectively, the OFCD �J2 profiles lack a clear, modulated
pattern as 	 is varied.

The global energy-confinement properties calculated
from these electron thermal measurements for the OFCD
cases 	=
 /4 and 	=0 are slightly improved compared to
those for the OFCD-off case, as shown in Fig. 15. Here the
phase dependence for several quantities from spatially inte-
grated cycle-averages are plotted: the energy-confinement
time �E��Wth� / �Pth−Wth� �, the normalized spatially averaged
plasma thermal pressure ��2�0�p̄� / �B2�a��, the total ther-
mal energy �Wth�, the total magnetic energy �Wmag�, the total
thermal input power �Pth�=�v��J2−U�B ·J�dv, which is
the volume integral of the heat equation above and which
dominates Wth� in the denominator of �E, the total power
transfer from the magnetic field �v�E ·J�dv, and the total
input power, or surface Poynting flux from the power sup-
plies, �Pin�. Note that the first three of these depend on ther-

mal pressure and are scaled electron thermal quantities, as-
suming the ion pressure pi, which was not measured for this
work, equals the electron pressure pe, which is approxi-
mately the case in previous OFCD experiments. Ion heat is
mainly sourced by reconnection from fluctuations due to
equilibrium instabilities, and is practically decoupled from
electron heat in these plasmas due to relatively long times of
equilibration between them. The main loss channel for both
electron and ion energy is through magnetic fluctuations and
their respective confinement times are estimated to be similar
in plasmas such as the baseline RFPs used here.41

Compared to the OFCD-off case, the OFCD cases
	=
 /4 and 	=0 show slightly higher �E �
1 ms�,
� �
8%�, �Wth�, and �Wmag�, and slightly lower �Pth�,
�v�E ·J�dv, and �Pin�, with differences around the levels of
the measurement uncertainties. The other OFCD cases,
	=
 /2 and 	=−
 /2, compare oppositely to the OFCD-off
case and tend to have larger differences from it. These phase
dependences are consistent with previous, less thorough, ex-
perimental findings10 but note that they could be changed if
ion heating and energy content were specifically included in
the values. For instance, the actual ��2�0�p̄e+ p̄i� / �B2�a��
may be flatter than shown in Fig. 15 as ion heating due to
magnetic fluctuations is expected to be larger for 	=
 /2 and
	=−
 /2 and smaller for 	=
 /4 and 	=0.
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E. Helicity balance

The helicity balance may help explain the observed
OFCD phase dependence of the added plasma current. The
rate of change of global helicity content5 K�=2V��
−2��J ·Bdv, which is the difference of an injection rate and
a decay rate, is generally well balanced with the measured
quantities at each time for the various ensembles, and on
cycle average, which is shown in Fig. 16. The cycle averages
of the total helicity content �K�=2����d��, its rate of
change �K��, the measured injection minus decay rate, the
injection rate �Kinj� �=2�V���, and the decay rate �Kdec� �
=2���J ·B�dv for the OFCD cases are compared to those for
the OFCD-off case. The measured averages �K�� and �Kinj� �
− �Kdec� �, both of which are much smaller than their oscilla-
tion levels �not shown�, agree well for all phases, with the
exception of 	=−
 /2, whose relatively poor agreement
seems to be due to entrained sawtooth pollution at 23.7 ms.

As seen in Fig. 16�e�, the cycle-average decay rates
�Kdec� � are minimal for the OFCD phases 	=0 and 	=
 /4,
for which the calculated values are essentially the same as in
the OFCD-off case. Conversely for 	=
 /2 and 	=−
 /2 the
decay rates are measured to be larger than for the OFCD-off
case. The differences in decay rates for the different cases are
mostly due to their �, as opposed to their J ·B, profiles. For
	=
 /2, the relatively high decay rate, largely due to the
intersawtooth event, helps to explain the observation that its
added plasma current I� �related to K� tends to be relatively
small or zero.10 However, with large uncertainty estimates,
the observed �K��
2�V��−��J ·Bdv� �Figs. 16�b� and
16�c�� for 	=
 /2 and 	=
 /4 are similar, despite that the
added I� tends to be significantly larger for the 	=
 /4 case.
The respective �K� values do comport with the I� observa-
tions, and this single-cycle �K�� comparison does not take

into account larger discrete events sometimes observed in
earlier or later cycles, especially for the 	=
 /2 case, that
result in sharp drops in I�, and presumably �K��. Those
events seem to be like the intersawtooth events described
above.

V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Nonlinear numerical simulations of previous partial
OFCD experiments10 were done using the 3D resistive-MHD
code DEBS.42 The code was run with a Lunquist number of
S=105, similar to the estimated experimental value, and used
time-dependent boundary conditions for the applied voltages
close to those used in the experiments. Four OFCD runs
were done, for the phases 	=
 /2, 	=
 /8, 	=0, and
	=−
 /2, and the resulting phase dependence of the resulting
added plasma current ��I�� after several OFCD cycles is
remarkably close to that observed in the experiments, as
shown in Fig. 17.

The optimum case 	=
 /8 in the code exhibited a
more quiescent � profile over its cycle than did 	=
 /2 or
	=−
 /2, just as it did in the experiments, as did the nearby
phases 	=
 /4 and 	=0 in the experiments reported here.
The magnetic-fluctuation spectrum from the code did not
agree closely with the experiments in all details, but did
show a minimization of m=1 amplitudes for the case
	=
 /8, which is like the experimental result. The differ-
ences between code and experiment were clearer for the
m=0 modes, probably due mostly to differences in how the
boundary conditions are applied in the two cases. In the ex-
periment the power-supply setting for the V� oscillation is
chosen to maintain edge magnetic-field B��a� reversal, with
relatively more control over B��a� than V� itself, which can
be distorted by plasma activity such as sawteeth due to finite
supply impedance. In the code V� is strictly the boundary
condition, and the resulting equilibrium can go out of B��a�
reversal, as it did periodically for some of the phases in the
simulations. This would remove the m=0 resonant surface
from the plasma resulting in different overall results for m=0
activity.

A chief finding of the simulations was that the 	=
 /2
case has increased dissipation 2���J ·B�dv practically can-
celing its maximal helicity injection, again similar to the ex-
perimental results above. However, in the code runs the as-
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sumed S-dependent resistivity profile was the same for all
phases, which means the higher dissipation for 	=
 /2 was
due entirely to its J ·B profile. This is different than the ex-
perimental result which has the � profile mostly determining
2���J ·B�dv versus 	.

Understanding this difference might be useful. Conceiv-
ably some of the agreement in Fig. 17 could be fortuitous;
for example, the cycle-average plasma currents in the code
were allowed to saturate to a steady value while those in the
experiment were still increasing at the end of the applied
OFCD. Still, the good qualitative agreement in phase depen-
dences of ��I�� may suggest an underlying degree of self-
organizing behavior not strongly dependent on details of en-
ergy transport or resistivity. Perhaps, for given OFCD
amplitudes and phase, the ���r�J�r� ·B�r�� profile adjusts
through modulations and fluctuations to allow some accept-
able rate of increase of helicity, by adjusting ��r�, J�r� ·B�r�,
or both.

VI. CONCLUSION

The two main results of the experiments reported here,
which are the small improvement in measured energy con-
finement for the phases 0�	�
 /4 compared to the OFCD-
off case and the relatively large helicity dissipation for
	=
 /2, are discussed. First, at 0�	�
 /4 the applied
OFCD tends toward minimizing the cycle-average EMF �E��
and results in smaller m=0 magnetic fluctuations and the
most quiescent OFCD profiles, with marginally better global
confinement than the standard case. Net helicity dissipation
is minimal, which is qualitatively consistent with the small
�5%–10%� added current typically observed for 	

 /8 de-
spite the only small helicity injection added by OFCD. Note
that the total helicity injection implied above �Fig. 16� for
	=
 /8 is nearly unchanged from the OFCD-off case; the

OFCD adds some net positive injection �V̂�V̂� /��sin 	 offset
by a decrease in the background injection 2�V����� from the
small drop in net loop voltage �V��. The total helicity dissi-
pation implied above for 	=
 /8 is slightly decreased com-
pared to that for the OFCD-off case.

Second, for 	=
 /2, the measured energy confinement is
measurably degraded, and the helicity dissipation is maxi-
mized so as to mostly cancel the maximum OFCD helicity
injection, leading to a relatively small added plasma current.
In the experiments the decay effect is mostly due to increases
in resistivity associated with discrete, intersawtooth
magnetic-fluctuation events induced by the applied oscilla-
tions. These appear as large pulses in m=0 �and m=1� am-
plitude as the � profile is outwardly extended once per cycle
in tandem with a strong edge codriving parallel electric field.
As they occur when the � profile is relatively flat globally
but steepened in the edge near the q=0 surface, they may be
driven by linear m=0 instability, unlike the standard saw-
tooth activity. The intersawtooth events do not seem to be
primarily a wall-interaction effect in that, although they oc-
cur as the plasma is inferred to be moving outward into the
wall, they are not nearly as large for the 	=
 /4 and 	=0
cases, for which such outward motion is about the same, but
which lack the strong edge cocurrent drive at the time.

Tests at higher OFCD powers �not discussed above� indicate
similar magnetic-fluctuation events tend to occur even for
these phases as the OFCD input power is increased.

Since the net OFCD injection rate is �V̂�V̂� /��sin 	, a
chosen rate at 	=
 /2 could be maintained with smaller volt-

age amplitudes �V̂�, V̂�, or both� if � were also smaller to
compensate, perhaps leading to smaller intersawtooth fluc-
tuation events, lower dissipation, and therefore better current
drive. The OFCD period �=1 /� should satisfy �rel����res,
where �res is the resistive-diffusion time and �rel	��A�res�1/2

is the relaxation time, so that unidirectional plasma current is
maintained while relaxation is allowed to distribute current
into the core of the RFP.12 For these MST plasmas, with
�res
500 ms �and �rel
0.1 ms�, an OFCD frequency
slower than the present ��
0.5 ms� could be satisfactory,
with a lower limit defined by the minimum number of cycles
experimentally useful during the MST pulse. Also, applying
OFCD with waveforms that include higher harmonics might
provide another way to mitigate or avoid large magnetic-
fluctuation events while maintaining the same helicity-
injection rate.

Note that the MST flattop and total OFCD duration to
date have been less than about L /R
30 ms in duration,
which is the characteristic time over which added net plasma
current would saturate exponentially by resistive diffusion.
Therefore a longer flattop and OFCD pulse length would
allow a larger added current at the optimum phase as satura-
tion were approached, as well as a substantially lower �.

Plans for future work include using upgraded, program-
mable power supplies on MST to extend both the RFP flattop
and the OFCD pulse, and to better control the OFCD volt-
ages �which presently are provided by tank circuits�. Differ-
ent frequencies, power levels, and waveforms can be tested
at different plasma currents to possibly increase the added
current while investigating limits to it. Programmable, real-
time power-supply control would allow feedback to constant
cycle-average current �I�� while monitoring the change in
net loop voltage �V��, which occurs much more quickly than
current saturation by resistive diffusion. Along with the in-
ternal diagnostics used for this paper and ion-temperature
diagnostics for continued confinement tests and related stud-
ies, edge insertable probes will be used to study electromo-
tive effects, with some preliminary work already done. Those
experiments might also provide information on m=0 stabil-
ity, along with further analysis of profiles already measured.
Continued numerical MHD simulations would be useful for
modeling OFCD scenarios with more realistic boundary con-
ditions, to explore different parameter ranges including
higher drive fractions, and to study thermal transport effects.
In the longer term the S scaling of confinement in full OFCD
is a key to RFP development and may be calculable for the
range of possible future devices.

Summarizing, near the optimum phasing for added
plasma current of up to about 10%, it is found that partial
OFCD has slightly better energy confinement than that for
the standard RFP without OFCD, based on electron thermal
measurements in MST experiments. In contrast, at the phase
of maximum helicity injection, for which the added current
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is smaller, confinement is degraded, and helicity dissipation
is increased mostly by increased resistance. These effects are
ascribed to discrete magnetic-fluctuation events driven by the
OFCD electric fields. Numerical MHD calculations model-
ing the experiments are consistent with them in the phase
dependence of added current and in the general behavior of
magnetic fluctuations. The question of confinement in OFCD
remains for higher plasma-current fractions including the
full-sustainment case, which is yet to be modeled numeri-
cally and which presently is beyond experimental capability.
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